
Reproducible Master

CREATE YOUR OWN MAGIC SPELL!
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ACTIVITY 1

My spell’s name:  _________________________________________________   

What it means/What it does:  _______________________________________

________________________________________________________________

 Prefi xes Meaning

micro- small, minute

anti- opposite, against

super- above, on top of

re- again

dis- apart, away

retro- back, backward

multi- many, much

 Suffi xes Meaning

-ful full of

-ify to make, 
 to form into

-ize to make, 
 to cause to become

-ward in the direction of

-less without

-able, -ible can be done

-ous, -eous full of

 Roots Meaning

scribe to write 

aqua, hydro water

thermos heat

chronos, tempus time

fi go, fi xum to attach

magnus large, big

port to carry

What my spell looks like in action:
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JOIN IAN AND BARLEY AS THEY EMBARK ON A MAGICAL 24-HOUR 
QUEST IN ONWARD, COMING TO THEATERS ON MARCH 6!

What if you could create your own magic spell like Ian and Barley Lightfoot from Onward, the 
new Disney & Pixar fi lm coming to theaters on March 6? Read the meanings of the prefi xes, 
roots, and suffi xes in the tables below. Then, choose two or three of them to combine into a new 
word that explains what your spell would do. Think about the meaning of each word part, and 
what kind of spell they could cast if combined. For example, “retro-” and “chronos” could be 
combined to create a Turn-Back-Time spell called Retrochron.




